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Homework #5

5.1. A bin contains 4 Red balls, 5 White balls and 6 blue balls. A random
subset S of 4 balls is removed (without replacement). Consider the following
3 events:
(1) E1: S has exactly 2 Red balls.;
(2) E2: S has balls of all three colors;
(3) E3: S has at least 2 Blue balls.

Which of the pairs of events E1, E2 and E3 (if any) are independent? (Justify
your answer.)

5.2. 3 girls and 3 boys are seated in a row. How many ways can this be
done if:
(a) Each girl sits next to at least one boy;
(b) Each girl sits next to at most one boy;
(c) Exactly one girl is sitting next to no boys;

5.3. How many permutations π of [5] = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} are there such that
|π(k)− π(k + 1)| ≤ 2 for 1 ≤ k ≤ 4?

5.4, We are given an urn that has two red ball and three white balls in it.
Three balls are drawn without replacement.

(a) What is the expected number of red balls that are drawn?

(b) Unknown to you, someone removes a random ball from the urn before
you draw your three. Now when you draw three, what is the expected number
of red balls drawn?

5.5 Two teams A and B compete in a tournament consisting of at most
4 games. The probability that A wins any particular game is 2

3
, and the

probability that B wins is 1
3

(there can be no ties). If either team wins 2
consecutive games, that team is declared the winner. If at the end of 4 games
there is no winner, the tournament is declared a draw. What is the expected
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number of games in the tournament? What is the variance for the number
of games played?

5.6 A roulette wheel has numbers 1 through 36, and in addition, the two
numbers 0 and 00. We assume that all 38 numbers are equally likely to be
where the ball finally ends up. Of course, half of the numbers 1 through 36
are Odd, and half of them are Even. If you bet $k on Odd and win, the
payoff is $2k (and the same applies to Even). Suppose you use the following
strategy; You first bet $10 on Odd. If you win, you collect $20 and quit. On
the other hand, if you lose then you bet $20 on Odd. Again, if you win, you
collect $40 and quit. If not, then you bet one more time on Odd, this time
betting $40. After this round, you quit, no matter whether you win or lose.
What is expected amount you win playing this strategy?
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